
Manage Azure resources for each customer securely from within your own Azure tenant. 

View cross-tenant information without switching from one tenant to the next when managing 
multiple customers. 

Use Azure Resource Management templates to onboard customer resources and facilitate 
cross-tenant management tasks

With Azure Lighthouse, you can now request customer permission to manage various parts of their 
environment using your own set of credentials.  Once they grant you this permission, you’ll be able to 
stay logged into the Azure portal with your own username and have visibility and control over multiple 
customers’ tenants, subscriptions, resource groups and resources to manage them at scale. 

Allow MSPs to focus on their core expertise and set a more 
profitable path.

Provide MSPs the capability of cross-tenant management at scale 
to differentiate and benefit from greater efficiency and automation.

Support MSPs controlling their AOBO (Admin on Behalf of) and secure 
their X% earned credits. Customers tend to be more flexible in providing 
partner AOBO when access is granted via Azure Lighthouse.

Allow to build cross-tenant experiences with minimal development.

MSPs and ISVs can extend and serve up their IP natively within  
Azure using custom providers.
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WITH AZURE LIGHTHOUSE, PARTNERS CAN STREAMLINE ENGAGEMENT
AND MANAGEMENT.

The essentials for Azure NCE partners.

MORE VISIBILITY, MORE  
EFFICIENCIES, MORE  
CAPABILITIES WITH  
AZURE LIGHTHOUSE.

Azure Lighthouse gives partners a single control pane to view and manage Azure at scale 
across all end customers. This provides a better managed Azure experience with higher 
automation and efficiency, resulting in greater visibility and security for customers.



WHAT MORE CAN YOU DO WITH AZURE LIGHTHOUSE? 

WHAT IS AZURE LIGHTHOUSE? 

Azure Lighthouse lets MSPs perform management operations including subscriptions, resource 
groups, and individual resources, on behalf of end customers. It extends Azure Resource Manager with 
delegated resource management and enables MSPs to manage at scale and efficiently build and deliver 
managed services. 

Azure Lighthouse enables MSPs to do some exciting things, including:

CENTRALIZING SECURITY POLICIES: 

Be much more efficient, automated, and less error prone. Have a centralized set of 
security policies that you create and manage, and can apply to all, or to a delegated set 
of customers, at once. 

PATCHING POLICIES:

View and act on Update Management events across all customers in one place, 
instead of individually applying it to each tenant.

PORTAL, REST API, CLI, POWERSHELL: 

Create limitless possibilities for automation software to work efficiently across large 
customer bases. Azure Lighthouse enables developers and engineers to create 
software solutions and scripts using all of Azure’s management capabilities, such as 
CLI, RestAPI, and PowerShell to manage all aspects of customers’ environment.  

When Azure as a platform does more for our 
partners, our partners can focus on providing 
differentiated services and higher value to our 
joint customers leveraging Azure Lighthouse at 
no additional cost. 

To learn more about Azure Lighthouse capabilities, contact 
your Ingram Micro representatives at  
IaaS@ingrammicro.com.
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